OUR Journey of Caring CONTINUES

Celebrating a Quarter Century of Care
In 2004, we celebrated a wonderful year of commemoration and growth for Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. We proudly paid tribute to the important role that Shady Grove has played in its community for the last quarter of a century.

Much has changed since Shady Grove Adventist Hospital first opened its doors in 1979. Today, the community around us is experiencing unprecedented growth. While we spent time celebrating our first 25 years in 2004, we also took important steps to prepare our hospital for the future. We solidified plans to expand Shady Grove Adventist Hospital so that we can continue meeting the growing health care needs of our community. Construction plans were completed for a new, state-of-the-art, four-story patient tower, which will include 144 new private patient beds as well as increased space for several of our clinical programs, including mother-baby, emergency, oncology and surgical services. Our success and growth — both in the past and in the future — would not be possible without the continued support of our physicians, staff, volunteer community, and you, our generous donors.

As we grow, we continue to build on our commitment to our employees and the environment that we create for them. In 2004, we celebrated our third consecutive “Workplace Excellence” Seal of Approval from the National Work-Life Alliance. This award pays tribute to the steps that we continue to take to help our employees, physicians and volunteers achieve a work/life balance.

At Shady Grove, we are constantly looking for ways to improve our delivery of health care. Over the past year, we made enhancements to our hospital that allow us to continue providing the best possible health care to our community — today and in the future. Here are a few examples of changes begun in 2004:

- Implementation of new systems to improve patient flow through the hospitalization process, which lead to decreased length of stay and improved satisfaction among our patients;
- Completion of a six-bed psychiatric emergency unit to provide the safest and most efficient care for behavioral health patients;
- Construction of a separate waiting area in the Emergency Department lobby for patients with flu-like symptoms to help prevent the spread of illness;
- Addition of new systems to improve medication delivery, communication with nurses and other areas of patient care.

We are proud that our work to improve the quality of care at Shady Grove Adventist Hospital was recognized this year by Washington Families magazine, which named us one of the area’s best hospitals for families for the second year in a row.

Over the past year, your unprecedented generosity has helped us in our mission to deliver excellent health care through a ministry of physical, mental and spiritual healing. We are pleased to recognize you — individuals, groups and organizations who have supported our important work. This is your hospital, and we thank you for being a part of our health care family.

Sincerely,

President, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital
It is my great privilege to thank you for your generous and thoughtful support of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. Few places impact the well-being of so many people in our community as does Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. Since its founding in 1979, the hospital has benefited from the unwavering spirit of giving and caring by generous community members.

Today, 25 years later, we’re working hard to make sure this hospital is everything you need it to be, today and tomorrow — from meeting the needs of Montgomery County’s rapidly growing population to staying on the cutting edge of technological advances in medicine.

The Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation marked another phenomenal year in 2004, raising $3.873 million in gifts and pledges! ($3.6 million was raised to support the expansion project and an additional $273,000 was raised to support other hospital projects.) We could not have reached this milestone without the support of you, our hospital family, physicians and a strong commitment from the community at large. Thank you for your part in making 2004 a record year for Shady Grove Adventist Hospital.

In 2004, Shady Grove continued its campaign for expansion, which will include a new tower and be home to an expanded Mother/Baby Unit and Emergency Department, as well as new surgical and operating rooms and many additional private rooms. The campaign, Building Greater Care Together, is chaired by Dr. Albert C. Simmonds. Dr. Gregory O. Dick and Clayton Foulger of Foulger Pratt Companies serve as co-vice chairs, and Lynda Carter is honorary chairperson (see page 21 for further details). Total funds raised for the campaign, pledged and received 2002-2004, exceeded $8.6 million!

In addition to the campaign, the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation raises funds to maintain and nurture the tradition of health care excellence on a day-to-day basis. Donations by individuals, families, corporations and foundations provide vital funding. In 2004, with funds raised through the Foundation’s efforts, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital was able to:

- Purchase one new Giraffe omni bed for the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
- Purchase new bed monitors for Intensive Care Unit patients
- Renovate a Palliative Care Room in the Oncology Department
- Support the breast cancer screening program
- Purchase new sonogram machines
- Purchase a new neonatal monitor
- Help build an Emergency Psychiatric Treatment Unit

Please know that your support translates to a valuable contribution to the health of your community — both today and for generations to come.

The year 2004 was filled with other celebrations as well, including the 19th Annual Golf Classic, which raised $144,000; the employee C.A.R.E. campaign, which raised an all-time high of over $434,000 (over four years); and an anonymous pledge of $1 million.

The generosity of our donors is the reason for the Foundation’s success. We are grateful for your support and continued commitment to the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation.

Sincerely,

Chief Development Officer
The Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation held its 14th Annual Donor Recognition Dinner on October 12, 2004 at Congressional Country Club for members of the President’s Circle of Friends. These special donors made a gift of $1,000 or more to the hospital in 2003. Through the generosity, support and energy of our donors, our Campaign Steering Committee and board members, the Foundation raised over $8.6 million for the Expansion Campaign.

The evening featured words from Sue Palka, WTTG FOX 5 meteorologist, the evening’s guest speaker; William G. “Bill” Robertson, president and CEO of Adventist HealthCare, Inc.; Deborah A. Yancer, president of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital; and Anne Kline, president of the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation Board.

For the second year, a presentation of recognition awards was included in the evening’s program: The President’s Award for Outstanding Corporate Contribution was presented to Foulger-Pratt Companies. This award recognizes a corporation for its commitment, service and generosity toward the advancement of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. The Foulger-Pratt Companies demonstrated their commitment with Clayton Foulger’s willingness to serve as the co-vice chair of the Campaign Steering Committee and with a lead corporate gift to the campaign. Clayton and the Foulger-Pratt family are not only friends of the hospital but are also neighbors, living within a short distance of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. They have grown to recognize and appreciate the importance of receiving quality health care from their local, community hospital.

We are grateful for their commitment of service and support of Shady Grove.

The Heritage Society Award was presented to Doris B. & Sydney Fishman (see photo on page 7). The Heritage Society recognizes individuals who include Shady Grove in their estate planning through bequests, gift annuities, life insurance and/or trusts. Doris has served on the Foundation board since 1983. Together, Doris and Syd have demonstrated a dedication to promoting the advancement of the hospital through many avenues. Setting an example for many to follow, they were the first gift annuity participants.

The Lifetime Giving Award was given to Farid and the late Kathleen Srour. Farid and Kathleen Srour supported and served the hospital since its inception 25 years ago. Their ongoing support, dedication and true concern for people in need have been demonstrated through their continued support and service. Farid has served on the Foundation board since 1982.

The President’s Award for Outstanding Corporate Contribution was presented to Foulger-Pratt Companies. Shown are: Deborah A. Yancer, President, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital; Clayton Foulger, Principal, Foulger-Pratt Company; Brent Pratt, Principal, Foulger-Pratt Company; William H. Smith, Chief Development Officer; and Anne Kline, President, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation Board.

The Heritage Society Award was presented to Doris B. & Sydney Fishman (see photo on page 7).

The Lifetime Giving Award was given to Farid and the late Kathleen Srour. Pictured are Deborah A. Yancer, President, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital; Farid Srour; William H. Smith, Chief Development Officer; and Anne Kline.

The President’s Circle of Friends is an annual membership club comprised of esteemed individuals and businesses that give $1,000 or more to the hospital in a calendar year. Members’ names appear on the Annual Recognition Plaque in the year following their year of giving. (If you gave during the 2004 calendar year, your name appears on the plaque in 2005.) Benefits of becoming a member of the President’s Circle of Friends include: premier listing in the annual report, inclusion on the Annual Recognition Plaque in the hospital, an invitation to the annual donor recognition event, the popular crystal dish (with candy refills throughout the year!), newsletters and other special information from the Foundation and hospital.
Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation 2004 Donor List

The following list represents those who contributed cash gifts to Shady Grove Adventist Hospital during the calendar year 2004. Additional and separate listings of “Gifts In Tribute” and “Gifts In Kind” appear at the end of this list.

We deeply appreciate and gratefully recognize you — our loyal donors — who have selected Shady Grove Adventist Hospital as the recipient of your gifts. There are many deserving organizations in our community, and we are grateful that you share our mission, vision and values.
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President
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HTF Contracting Inc.
Nassor Harouni
Anonymous
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen M. Hillman
John W. Henry
Hill-Rom
Ed & Krista Hodge
Howard University
A. Kimberly Iafolla, M.D.
Dr. & Mrs. James W. Jacobs, Sr.
Jewish Community Fund
Kambiz Kazemi, M.D.
King Automotive Group
Njumuch King
Benson Klein
Anne R. Kline
Kround & Allman LLP
Tommy & Jonathan Landy
Lumer Worldwide, Inc.
Leah Wallace Associates, Inc.
Bret & Barbara Lush
Dr. Harold L. Liu
Leach, Early & Breuer, Chartered
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Lovvorn
Shola G. Levin, M.D.
MAMSI Health Plans
Olgemare, A. Macary

Benjie Makman
Nancy R. Markos, M.D.
Marina Martina Agyegye
Laura & Michael Mayer
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. McCrorie
Niencher King
Benson Klein
Anne R. Kline
Krooth & Altman LLP
Tammy & Jonathan Landy
Lumer Worldwide, Inc.
Leach, Early & Breuer, Chartered
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Lovvorn
Shola G. Levin, M.D.
MAMSI Health Plans
Olgemare, A. Macary

Jeron L. Snider, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Lindsey Shang
Kim & Rob Smith
William H. Smith & Jane Leigh Lue
Sukitha Marriott Services
Lorraine & Julian Sparrow
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest K. Sude
Pat & Thel Sullivan
Truland Service Corporation
Anonymous
Vanguard Realty Group
Venture
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
Ward & Klein, Chaterd
Constant & Bevins Whipp
The Whiting-Foreman Contracting
Company
Willard Packaging Company, Inc.
Winston Sons, Incorporated
Randal Winkley, D.Min.
Teresa & James Witt
Norman Wright
James Yebo, M.D.
Kathryn & Eric Zimmerman
Anonymous
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Major General
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2004 Donor Report
The President's Award for Outstanding Physician Contribution went to First Colonies Anesthesia Associates. This award recognizes an individual physician or a physician group for faithful, consistent and significant financial support of charitable programs at Shady Grove. First Colonies raised the bar in 2003 with the largest commitment ever made to the Expansion Campaign. The practice’s leadership, vision and commitment to Shady Grove is extraordinary.

Guests at the event enjoyed an opportunity to mingle with Sue Palka, view the campaign video, Building Greater Care Together, and enjoy a beautiful fall evening. The Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation is grateful to all of our donors and dinner attendees for making the evening so special.
Cumulative Giving

This list includes donors who have given a cumulative total of $50,000 or more to Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. Their significant commitment has improved health care for current and future generations in Montgomery County and beyond. The cumulative donor wall is located in the waiting area of the Emergency Department at Shady Grove.
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$500,000+
- Estate of Nancy Todd Ackerman
- Conrad & Lila Ackerman

First Colonies Anesthesia Associates: Jeffrey Briggs, M.D.
- Thomas K. Chey, M.D.
- Joe W. Chey, M.D.
- William L. Chester, M.D.
- Flavio T. Chia, M.D.
- Melvin V. Croncey, M.D.
- David Huang, M.D.
- Harrison A. Lahri, M.D.
- Stephen D. Martin, M.D.
- Kenneth Pauliukonis, M.D.
- Cyle W. Poyy, M.D.
- Marianne Rux, M.D.
- Gerald Schieman, M.D.
- Najel E. Selman, M.D.
- John A. Tien, M.D.
- Bernard W. Tien, M.D.
- Paul S. Van No, M.D.

Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Auxiliary

Shady Grove Adventist Hospital - Medical & Affiliated Staff

Shady Grove Radiological Consultants, PA
- W. Barry Bacon, M.D.
- Bruce J. Bertinck, M.D.
- Scott C. Bucher, M.D.
- Ulms E. Casanova, M.D.
- Allyson Cox, M.D.
- Zaidah Erkmen, M.D.
- Robert S. Iasso, M.D.
- Kurt B. Luthard, M.D.
- Jeffrey J. Rick, M.D.
- Samer Samtan, M.D.
- George E. Shev, M.D.
- Brian N. Spinghoff (dec)
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Columbia Union Conference of Seventh-day Adventists

Montgomery Emergency Physicians: William Darby, M.D.
- Angel E. Faison, M.D.

Scott H. Freedman, M.D.
- Brett A. Gizzare, M.D.
- David N. Klein, M.D.
- Julia A. Lajiri, M.D.
- Dee-Ann Le, M.D.
- Thai S. McGovry, M.D.
- Leslie A. Mitchell, M.D.
- Orla O’Mahony, M.D.
- Deborah J. Shrill, M.D.
- David G. Snou, M.D.
- Faryl Sonar
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Associated Emergency Physicians, Chartered
- Larry E. Brown, Chartered
- Lockheed Martin
- The J. Willard & Alice S. Marriott Foundation
- James A. Atkinson, PA
- Mike Kahnerman, M.D.
- Philanthropic Services for Institutions
- W. M. Richman Construction Company
- Roberts Ortho Group, Inc. (ortho group)
- Shady Grove Adventist Hospital - Department of Pulmonics
- Shady Grove Orthopaedic Associates, PA
- R. Mark Williams Ackerman, M.D.
- Jeffrey F. Weiss, M.D.
- Steve L. Trick, M.D.
- Andrew W. Bunker, M.D.
- Robert W. Palmer, M.D.
- Mark A. Pirriani, M.D.
- Brett E. Quigley, M.D.
- Wachovia Corporation
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Jack Alfinde, Jr.
- Asurion Foundation Breast Care Fund
- Bank of America Corporation
- Birkel Foundation
- Cardiac Associates
- Gregorio Katz, M.D.
- Dennis Friedman, M.D.
- Gregory Fisher, M.D.
- Robert Gold, M.D.
- Daniel Grinnell, M.D.
- Richard Winstead, M.D.
- Alice C. Clark & William F. Clark
- Cohn, Rotsko & Knight, PC
- Core & John H. Davis Foundation
- Dyad Group
- Echion Charitable Trust
- Dents B. & Sydnya Fiszman
- Horizon Surgical Group
- Michael D. Salloum, M.D.
- Robert R. Fox, M.D.
- Richard A. Silva, M.D.
- Frederick P. Bowers, M.D.
- The Kentland Foundation, Inc.
- Rita & Peter Kohler
- Life Technologies, Inc.
- Anonymous
- Allison & Steven Locken
- Mary & Daniel Longham
- Foundation, Inc.
- MPSF Bank
- MAMSI Health Plans
- Mill & Schrader Financial, Inc.
- Jill & Jeffrey Parmeggio
- Petit Family Charitable Foundation
- Provident Bank
- Simmons & Simmons, Chartered
- Heinrich, Savitz, Parker & Hoffman
- P.A. and Village Settlements, Inc.
- Constance & Revere Whippy
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Adventist Pathology Associates
- Bechtel Foundation
- Associates In Radiation Medicine
- Aorticology/ Homology, P.C.
- Dr. & Mrs. Joel R. Barton
- Bender Foundation, Inc.
- Boz-AIlen & Hamilton, Inc.
- The Bower Partnership, Inc.
- Carol & Bryan Brockway
- Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Buczk
- J. W. Burchak, M.D.
- Skerry & Richard Carson
- Joyce & Cory Chambers
- City of Gaithersburg
- Edward M. Crouch
- Evers Coconti Corp.
- Fudge/Print Companies
- Preferred Order of Eagles, auxiliary #3509
- Gaithersburg Rotary
- Dr. & Mrs. Seth Goldberg
- Hughes Networks Systems, Inc.
- King Automotive Group
- The Annis M. & Theaders N. Lerner
- Lockheed Martin Mission Systems
- Marantz Electronics
- Mellen Financial Corporation
- Mervin C. Primus Bank
- National Race For The Cure
- Osaka America Pharmaceutical, Inc.
- C. M. Parker & Co., Inc.
- Barbara L. & Edmund R. Peters
- Mrs. Robert A. Pembury, Sr.
- Michael J. Rapoport
- Della & William G. Robertan
- Beverly H. Rogers, M.D.
- Sandy Spring National Bank
- Pat & Thel Saltson
- The TME Corporation
- Tazza Construction
- J. A. Thomas & Associates
- Mrs. Stanley Winkel
- George Winkel
- Wyllon Packaging Co., Inc.
- Erol B. Young, M.D.
Corporate matching gift programs provide individuals the opportunity to double or even triple their financial support to Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. An individual who works for a company with an employee matching gift program obtains the appropriate form from his or her employer and sends it with a contribution to the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation. After verification from the Foundation that a gift was received, the employer sends a matching gift to the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation. The matching gift is used for the same purpose for which the individual gift was given.

We are pleased to acknowledge the following companies that matched employee gifts to Shady Grove in 2004:

- IBM International Foundation
- United Way of Tri-State
- The Washington Post
- OTA LLC of Fidelity Investments
- Charitable Gift Fund
- Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
- Wiley Rein & Fielding LLP
- United Way of Tri-State
- Illinois Tool Works Foundation
- MeritCare Potenz Bank
- Donna M. Miller
- Roberts Oxygen Company, Inc.
- Roberts Home Medical
- Study Grove Orthopaedic Associates, PA
- R. Marshall Ackerman, M.D.
- Jeffrey F. Witt, M.D.
- Steven L. Tuck, M.D.
- Andrew W. Reader, M.D.
- Robert W. Palmer, M.D.
- Mark A. Pistor, M.D.
- Brent R. Quigley, M.D.
- Study Grove Radiology Consultants, PA
- W. Barry Bacon, M.D.
- Bruce J. Berneck, M.D.
- Scott A. Buckner, M.D.
- Wilma E. Contessa, M.D.
- Allyn M. Cofen, M.D.
- Zahid Erkmen, M.D.
- Robert S. Isaacs, M.D.
- Kurt H. Lohrkan, M.D.
- Jeffrey J. Rick, M.D.
- N. Sanay Samaan, M.D.
- Mr. and Mrs. Lion Lindsey Shang
- Clifford R. Sinopoli
- Lorraine & Julian Sparrow
- Farid Spero
- Mr. & Mrs. Ernest K. STYLE
- Pat & Tad Sullivan
- Mr. & Mrs. James A. Swink
- Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Tang
- Judah Vander Sy
- Pauline & Larry Walker
- Marilyn M. & James D. Ward
- Constantine & Renée Whipp
- The Whiting-Turner Contracting Co.
- Willard Packaging Co., Inc.
- Teres & James Witt

2004 Achievements

Throughout 2004, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital was recognized for its service to quality patient care and its commitment to the community. “We are very honored to receive recognition for the services we provide to the community,” said Deborah A. Yancer, president of Shady Grove. “Quality is not a destination but an ongoing journey.”

WASHINGTON FAMILIES’ READERS VOTE SHADY GROVE AS ‘BEST’!

Shady Grove Adventist Hospital took great pride in being named as a finalist in Washington Families’ Best for Families Reader Survey for the second consecutive year. Every year, Washington Families conducts a survey, where readers are asked to nominate their favorites in 94 categories. Shady Grove was honored in the Best Hospital category.

WORKPLACE EXCELLENCE SEAL OF APPROVAL

The National Work-Life Alliance presented Shady Grove Adventist Hospital the Workplace Excellence Seal of Approval for the third consecutive year. This award recognizes organizations that provide a healthy work environment and are sensitive to personal and professional needs of their employees.
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Leigh Parvington
Ronald D. Paul
Ruth U. Paul
Vera Pajaro
Anonymous
Pippinskis
Ismaa Pepecec
Edison Pinkey
Ann Poggi
Bethine V. Purvelly
Agno M. Quanaut
Sampath Rajappa
Jill Reich
John D. Reilly
The Ritschard Family
Monica E. Rivero
Toni Robinson
Vanessa J. Rodriquez
Kimberly Rogers & John Goldsmith
Allison M. Rosen
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence N. Reaullam
Ira Nina Rosenfeld
Shannon & Lawrence Reiff
James & Eric Reiss
Dr. Laurence Rotenberg
Anonymous
Richard R. Royce
Catherine K. Russell
Hiro Saito
Rachid Sajj
Anonymous
Frederick Sanford, M.D.
Michael A. Saxer, M.D.
Wendi & Thomas Schulz
Mr. & Mrs. Stewart & Shonman
Ramses Schroder
Elizabeth M. Schuetz
Ann R. Schwartz
Walter E. Shaffer
Glenda & John Segall
Bill Seguin
Seven feeter Allman Family
Susan Semyk
Skovde Gynsiatric Annies
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Norris Shank
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard M. Shapin
Catherine & Gary Sharpe
Robert Shibley
Dorothee Shilling & Jeanne Swinnard
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry Shire
Je Ann Shaw
Robert Silve
Anonymous
LMS Simon
Harold Simpson
Thomas G. Sinden, M.D.
Edie Simon
Gregory Smith
Rachelle & Michael Smith
Barbara L. Smith-Brady
Dorothea R. & Wayne H. Smiley
Jennifer & Aaron Snyder
Dr. Thomas D. Sorkely
Amy Solliday
Cheryl E. M. Sommervelt
Standard Textile Company, Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Steven Starkey
Arnold Stebbler
Lorain M. Stein
Kenneth A. Steinson
The Rev. Nancy Peterson Stewman
Robert O. Steris
Storment Capitol, L.L.C.
Barry Strauss
Kim & Carl Stellings
Shara-Won Su
Takako Sugaya
Summit Hall Elementary School
Dr. & Mrs. Jan Smolinski
Sycamore Associates Inc.
Eugene Taftoor
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Tang
Jacob T. Tanner
Dr. & Mrs. James F. Taylor
Sclua H. Taylor
Tetz Construction
Chi Yi Teng
Sandra Terry
John Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. L. Gilbert Thompson
Mildred H. Thompson
Donna & Benko Toledverick
Conrad Tovar
Aaron Tovar
Anonymous
UPS Store
Ultimate Way of Tri-State
Sandra Harris Hall
Dorothy M. Wagner
Thy Smith & Wolfenstein Family
Carolyn Walker
Holten Amanzon & Stanley Walker
Adam Q. Ward
Linda Warren
H. Stanley Watkins
Kathy Weigl
Steven W. Weinrich
Terri Wener
Marilyn & Barry Wexler
Whitman Woods Baptist Church
Chris White & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Derek A. White
Wiley Rein & Fielding LLP
Harry Williams
Stacy & Michael Wilson
William Winter, Jr.
Arthur C. Wodicka
Janet & Steve Wolf
Anonymous
Women's Health Specialists
Anonymous
Kotion Wu
Mary & James F. Wynne
Yvette
Makiko Yamada
Kotien Wu
Sharon Yun
Dr. & Mrs. Boston Zbar
The Zelazny Family
Resiland & Richard Zelazman
Rebekh Zimmerman
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Bonnie Abal
George Abal
Beverly Walker Abalos & Marc Abalos
Edie Abine
Juan & Mary Abalos
Lynn, Brian & Talya Abalos
Teresa L. Abrey
John Adam
Charles Adams
Elaine & Paul Adams
Anonymous
Christine Adkins
Alexander Agamios
Vicenta Agana
Dora Agyegy
Shahed Ahmed
Sarah Sack.An Ash
Anonymous
James Allen
Ronald Alkins
imy Allen
Mary A. Alvers
Shiralie Alabian
Evel Alen.
Residental Allevier
Bermuda Allen
Dorcas & William Allen
Gay & Lawrence Allen
George J. Allen
Esther Alley-Taylor
Maria Rita G. Almario
Leonce Alhaje
Stanley A. Altier
Sidney Altman
Murray Altman
Gabriel Alvarenga
Dolly Abinon.
Catalina Alvaro
Anna Amate
Presentation Lou Ambery
Cathy Ambrog
The Adams Family
Al-Shami Amin
Mr. & Mrs. Howard K. Ammerman
Kewda Anand
Kumang Anjharhan
Susan Montezo Anders
A. Marguerite Anders
Elaine Anderson
Kenneth Anderson
Linda & John Anderson
Roger L. Anderson
Rosemary S. Anderson
Kris Andrews
Asa Andrews
Barbara Androw
Hilda Antico
Jackie Anthony
Anna & George Antis
Anonymous
Robert Appel
Doris Appiah
Shirley Arai
John Aravamids
Terry S. Arbid
Andreas Avril
Tamar A. Avrit
Amany S. Aved
Rashim & Marvin Arif
Harold Armstrong
Cindy Armstrong
Christopher Arndt
Michael Artick Arndt
A. Joel Aronson
Lorena R. Arrington
Annie Aron
Gladye Asante
Vfnmica Atashv
Heidi Aukner
Eli Asare
Sharon Atill
Sancte Ateva
Relia T. Atunna
Vanarras Ann
James Avelar
Kathy Aver
Nancy Austin
Casie Aver
Wilfred Awe
Gertrud A. Arzila
Betty Ann Arline
Fatia Ayala
Onderdale Ayanda
Jesse Ayaett, Jr.
Aiserson Ali
Reena Bahrami
Jiayi M. Bahrami
Louis F. Bank
Alexis Bailey
Robert Bains
Mr. & Mrs. Avlin Baker
Mr. & Mrs. Charles L. Baker
James Baker
Tanya Baker
B. Balachandran
Joana Balderos
Glenda Badik
Jill & Jeff Baitlen
Donald H. Bangick
Hillary Beauchamp
Rosario Benitez
Shirley & Joseph Banks
Ali. J. Bennett
Glenna Bargreat
Lasour R. Barnum
Shari Baruch
Margaret Barths
Barba B. LLC
Carol W. Bartker
Lori L. Barnes
Elishi Barner
Mr. & Mrs. Josh Barr
Anonymous
(Continued on page 14)
The year 2004 marked the 25th anniversary of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. It was a wonderful year of commemorations, which included the community celebration on September 12, the hospital party on December 2, a gift to all babies born on the 25th of each month, and a special gift to the first baby born on December 2, the anniversary date.

During 2004, Shady Grove Adventist Hospital:

- Began providing vascular ultrasound services in-house, following 20 years of outsourcing this service
- Opened a six-bed psychiatric emergency unit
- Experienced success with the Short Stay Unit's first year of operation, and thus created greater inpatient capacity for higher-need patients
- Achieved a significant milestone for the vascular team when Dr. Frederick Beavers and Dr. Robert Fox repaired a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm laparoscopically
- Was awarded three-year full accreditation from JCAHO

Additionally:

- Approximately 4,600 babies were delivered
- Over 84,000 patients were treated in the Emergency Department
- The Pediatric Emergency Department treated 25,000 pediatric patients
- Also, 615 uninsured and low-income women received a mammogram through the Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Breast Cancer Screening Program
The Foundation office is blessed to have wonderful volunteers help us with our mission of raising funds to support Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. Linda Warren is a prime example.

Linda, a Shady Grove volunteer for three years, assists the Foundation office approximately once a week with thank-you calls to our generous donors. If you have recently supported the hospital, you may have received one of Linda’s upbeat and energetic calls. When she is not making calls for the Foundation office, she can be found helping at the first floor information desk or in the Evergreen Waiting Lounge. On Fridays, you can find Linda clowning around in the halls of the hospital as Mootsie the Clown. No matter what she is doing, she brings energy and joy to those around her.

Linda was born in San Francisco and was raised all over the world, including Kaiserslautern, Germany; Okinawa, Japan; Texas; Michigan, Georgia, Florida and Maryland. As a graduate of Florida State University, Linda joined the Navy (after growing up in an Army family) and made it from Orlando to Bethesda. Prior to volunteering at the hospital, Linda was a Navy nurse and worked for 32 years at the Montgomery County Department of Health and Human Services in a variety of positions.

Community service is very important to Linda. In addition to volunteering at Shady Grove, she also volunteers at the Montgomery County Sexual Assault Program and helps with victim assistance. Additionally, Linda is a member of the Rockville Lions Club.

Linda, like all of Shady Grove’s volunteers, contributes to making our hospital a wonderful place to work. Thank you to all of our volunteers for your time and commitment to Shady Grove Adventist Hospital!

**2004 VOLUNTEER ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

Hospital volunteers achieved the following at Shady Grove in 2004:

- Achieved a cost savings of $121,424 for the hospital in employee-based positions, i.e., information desks, Gift Gallery and Evergreen Waiting Lounge
- Coordinated six American Red Cross blood drives, with 168 donations made
- Recruited, oriented, assigned and trained 489 new volunteers
- In conjunction with Montgomery County Public Schools, coordinated the orientation and placement of 18 medical career students
- Made $1,046,648 in pro bono contributions
- Delivered about 26,000 Washington Times newspapers to in-patients
- Assisted the Employee Health Department with administering about 1,080 flu shots to staff and volunteers
- Made approximately 2,000 thank-you calls to hospital donors via the Foundation office
- Made about 600 stocking caps for babies in the Maternity Unit
- Made 440 knitted caps for the Nursery and Pediatrics
- Made 25 preemie sweater sets for the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
- Made 48 preemie nightgowns for the NICU
- Made 70 dolls in hospital gowns for the Pediatric Unit
- Processed about 100,000 telephone calls at the information desks
- Assembled approximately 21,000 patient charts in the Outpatient Surgery Center
- Registered and greeted 8,118 patients and visitors in the Evergreen Waiting Lounge
- Made 620 stuffed bears for the Pediatric Surgery and Pediatric Emergency departments
- Visited and welcomed about 5,000 new patients via the Patient Representative Department
- Made 220 stuffed animals for the Sibling Program
- Made 80 Memento Bags for the Nursery
- One hundred and ten volunteers contributed 7,867 hours of coverage in the Gift Gallery, which netted $200,000 in sales
- Forty-one volunteers contributed 3,822 hours of coverage at the second floor information desk, saving the hospital $29,324 in expenses
- Thirty-two volunteers contributed 4,916 hours of coverage at the Information Desks, saving the hospital $25,397 in expenses
- Thirty volunteers contributed 4,456 hours of coverage at the first floor information desk, saving the hospital $32,466 in expenses
- Forty-five volunteers contributed 4,456 hours of coverage at the first floor information desk, saving the hospital $32,466 in expenses
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Blaine Barron
Lacy Barrowes
Anne Barry
Mary Lou Barry
Robert Bartels
Barrett Machinery Systems, LLC
Robert Barton
Marjorie Basso
Bennie & Wally Bass
Marian Bassin
Beth Bass
Eleanor Bates, Jr.
Ernest Bates
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Baun
Arlyn Lewis Baumgartner
Ray L. Baumeister
Mrs. Harold E.Bauch
Lucille Beall
William Beane
Jennifer Beck
Steve A. Beck
Victoria H. Becker
Derris T. Belize
Stephanie Belvedere
Kenneth Bein
Mr. & Mrs. John S. Bier
Ner Biegan
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Biebr
Julie & Jonathan Beizer
Marian S. Beiter
Nathan L. Belinsky
Jaunita Belzer
Jody Bel
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Belter
Jody Bell
Juanita Belgrave
Nathan I. Belansky
Marvin S. Beitler
Mr. & Mrs. William Belk
Sandra Belk
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Benny
Joanna M. Benni
Peter Bemina
Margaret Bennett
Christine Bennet
G. Eugene Bencs
Matthew F. Berg
Anonynous
Donald Berendsen
Paula Berti
Louise C. Beruci
Aiff J. Birkholtz
Lawrence J. Birovnik
Tonya Birovnik
Lindsey Boer
James & Robert Boer
Susan B. Boer
Carol & Janice Boer
Patricia Beyer
Paul M. Boyland
Laura M. Bracken
Helen Kay Braddy
Clarice Braden
Clyd D. Bradley
Elizabeth A. Bradley
Lynne E. Bradley
Raymond J. Bradley
Lindsey Bramson
Sandra Brand
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Bradl
Charles Braden
Anonynous
Mr. & Mrs. William Bradl
Horvitzka A. Brian
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold Bram<br>
Esther Bram<br>
Irwin Committee<br>
Mr. & Mrs. Earl Brenner
Lawrence Brausk<br>
Bretta Britikshen<br>
Lisa Broadbent<br>
Carol & Marrian Brady<br>
Dana & Michael Breid<br>
Mary & Hal Brookman<br>
Angela Brown<br>
E. Dale Brown<br>
Evelyn M. Brown<br>
Francis Brown<br>
Frederick J. Brown
Mary P. Brown
Nathan Brown<br>
Wayne G. Brown<br>
Todd, Laura, Adam, Evi, & Janna Brown<br>
Roger B. Brown<br>
Ann, C. Bruce<br>
Lisa Brunner<br>
Russell Brundage<br>
Lucy Lorraine Brun<br>Dori & Keith Bryan<br>Janet & David Buchanan<br>Joan R. Buck
Sheila Bucy
Mr. & Mrs. Don Bue
Anonynous
Sherrianne Bungardner<br>
Mr. & Mrs. John I. Burg
Jorge Burg<br>Bahvi G. Burke<br>Rogers C. Burt<br>Mary Burn<br>Dr. & Mrs. James Burn<br>Gay Burns<br>Richard E. Burns<br>Blanche Burton<br>Kathy & Ronald Bush<br>NShawnee Bush<br>Morris D. Butts<br>Helen F. Butin<br>Donna Butler<br>William M. Butler<br>Kris Buttery<br>Barb, El & Ryan Batz<br>Joseph Buz<br>Bethan Byn<br>Tracy Leigh Byram<br>faith Lucilli Cadu<br>Anonynous
Henry T. Calli<br>SUSAFA Ret.<br>Glenn & Lois Callous<br>Susann Cameron<br>Jennifer & Jonathan Camp<br>Blanche Canus<br>Kathie Camus<br>Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Capelle<br>Sharon & Irvin Caplan<br>Linda Caplan<br>Mr. & Mrs. Ernst Carbone<br>Anna Carla<br>Arlee Carlin<br>Jodie Carlin<br>Ursula Carlson
Phyllis & Joseph Care<br>Dorothy Carpon<br>Thomas H. Carpenter<br>Jane B. Carr<br>Stu Care<br>Rebecca & Anthony Carr
Mr. & Mrs. John Carrier<br>Skylar Carter<br>Robert Carter<br>Sherri Cass<br>Margaret Cassisi<br>Martha Castile<br>Andy Jacob Cantor<br>Valentin Castro
Jessica Cates<br>Karen Cates<br>M. Gaye Cavanaugh
Claire Anne & Kevin Casey
Alyson Cavaliere<br>Cosre Encampment #3 IOOF<br>Francisco & Nicholas Carroll
Stephanie F. Chais<br>Colest Champs<br>Anonynous
Linda Chander<br>John C. Chandy<br>Mr. & Mrs. David W. Chang
Pam T. Chang<br>Skelly & Joe Chatsch<br>Lavita Chas<br>Brenda Chandley
Katrina A. Plummer Chater<br>Mohan L. Chad<br>Tapinder S. Chad<br>Cheech Chong<br>Hanji C. Chen
Rosie Chen<br>Ta Clean Chen
Tien-Minh Chen<br>Paul Chernoff<br>Nora Cho<br>Ho-Ng Chi
Kara & Timothy Chilting<br>Mr. & Mrs. Andre Chivick<br>David Chit, M.D.<br>Po-Lam Chou<br>Philip K. Chong<br>Tong-Nam W. Chom<br>Mukh Cheri<br>Yin H. Chen<br>Thothor Chen<br>Adam Cho<br>Sophia Choi
Sanud Chiu<br>Chung-Jung Chung
San Lin Chung
Michael Cisto<br>Shannon Claggett<br>Douglas Clark<br>Anonynous
Nina M. Clark<br>Anonynous<br>Sarah Clark<br>Mary K. Clark
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Whitney Crone
Virginia M. Cromwell
Teressa Crisp
Marie Crisostomo
Susan Creyke
Jennifer Cramer
Francis Cradile
Rosemarie & Jay Cox
John H. Cox
Mr. & Mrs. Dewey Cox
Mitchell Cowan
Vicki A. Courlang
Daphene Couper
William Coulson
Jennifer Coulson
Mr. & Mrs. Donald L. Couchman
Ralph Coscarelli
Mary & Frederick Cornelius
Clinso Copeland
Larry Cooper
Faustine Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. David M. Coombe
Cynthia & Thomas Cook
Karyn Conway
Andrew Conversano Jr.
Teresa Conto
Christopher A. Conte
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Connolly
John M. Connelly
George J. Connell
Mildred J. Conley
William E. Comstock
Mrs. Mary Compton
Columbia Union College
Reid Collins
Jack Collins
Arthur Coletta
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Coleman
Shelia E. Coleman
Phyllis & Marshall Cole
Dr. Babalola O. Cole
Lucie Coker
Samuel Cohen
Beverly Gendleman & Morrie Cohen
Linda & Steve Cohen
Jennifer & Jeff Cohen
Deborah S. Cohen
Angela Coggins
Joseph K. Cocco
Don W. Coble
Patricia Coates
Classic German Bakery
Hedy Clary
Giannina E. Clary
Lawrence DiBattista, Jr.
Mercedes Devia
John Devers
Denise Deveaux
Corey Derrenbacher
Dianne Derbogosian
Michael Derato, Sr.
Norma Jean Deoudes
Mr. & Mrs. William V. Denning
Judith Denham
Anonymous
Sherry A. Delauder
Donna Delaney
Roy W. Deitchman
Linda M. Degraffenreid
Robert Decolin
Becky Deaton
Charlotte K. Dean
David DeTeresi
Steven DeLuca
Marie & Paul DeLuca
Julianna & William DeLong
Stanley Davis
Robert Davis
Naomi Davis
Marion Davis
Mr. & Mrs. George Davis
Marni Davis
Naomi Davis
Robert Davis
Tanika Davis
Johanna & William DeLong
Mare & Paul DeLace
Steven DeLace
David DeForest
Charlotte K. Dallas
Betsy Dallas
George C. Dickson
Robert Dallas
Linda M. Daggett
Ray W. Ditchman
Donna Dalley
Sherry A. Dalsager
Frank Delucchi
Anonymous
Judith Donovan
Mr. & Mrs. William V. Donning
Norma Jean Donals
Michael Donals, Sr.
Danne Derbacik
Cory Darnovsky
Anonymous
Paul L. Darrow
Donnie Darwin
John Darves
Mercedez Davis
Lawrence DiBattista, Jr.
The 2004 C.A.R.E. (Caring, Acting, Responding Employees) Campaign was a huge success. This year's campaign surpassed all goals and raised over $434,000 (pledged over four years).

The C.A.R.E. Campaign, which started in early October, 2004, will support the expansion at Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. Due to its success, the campaign has been extended — its new goal for 2005 is $500,000.

Congratulations to the terrific 2004-2005 C.A.R.E. committee:

Jeanne Genevish, Co-Chair
Helene McBride, Co-Chair
Cathy Ambroggi
Mary Binghay
Diane Brandi
Carol Chandler
Je Cantone
Shelia Coleman
Kathleen Dallas
Rae Franz
Terry Francis
Angela Fussa
Dernett Garrett
Vincent Guermont
Peter Gryanov
Kathryn Gutierrez
Ellen Hughes
Jeremy Kang
Kim Muhammad
Maryln Reamsberg
Lori Rypka
Rebert Smith
Lorraine Sparrow
Julie Sullivan
Janel Thompson
Michael Tekotinino
Sara Vermeen
Rick Winkler
Terry Winner

The committee would like to recognize those who gave $1,000 or more to the C.A.R.E. Campaign in 2004:

Vivian Abadom
Rebecca Bunchamp
Dennis Boyle
Lauretta Brissette-Chatin
Helen Cole
Kathleen Dallas
Anonymous
Debra Ferrini
Marianne & Michael Franklin
Brinda Mahon
Natasha & Scott Muscitis
Denna & Glenn Sackett
Kim & Rob Smith
William H. Smith
Lorraine & Julian Sparrow
Jays Sutton
Terica & James Witt
Deborah A. Yunker
Kathryn & Eric Zimmerman

And a special thank you to Teresa Witt, Cal Mongolia, and Marie Martins who worked around the clock to raise the funds.

Congratulations to the terrific 2004-2005 C.A.R.E. committee:
We appreciate those who supported Shady Grove Adventist Hospital in 2004 through their contributions of goods and services.

Dawn Akkoul
John Michael Belcher
Diane Castiglione
Mary Cattani
Comsys
Cresthaven Elementary School
Frank Croudelli
Crosby Marketing Communications
Pat Cummins
Curtis
Maren Diatomic
Merriah Epstein
Sherry Evans
Evan Foy
Theresa & Michael Gious
Guzzi Newspapers
Jenna Lantrip Pres. Church
Maryann & Jimmy Gleason
Gutter Helmet Company
Taylor & Kyle Hamer
Shannon & Doug McKenzie
Trista Holt-Davis
Chris Hughes
Bill James
Tom Keefe
Neil Keller
Tom Keefe
Travis Keyser
Lerch, Early & Brewer, Chtd.
Traci Levine
Jeanne M. Lieder
Logorific - Mary Ellen Bailey
Cynthia & Paul Mamalian
Stacy Mandalu
Robert W. Maust
Joyce McCowin
Mid-Atlantic Federal Credit Union
Montgomery County Phi Mu Alumnae Chapter
Cresthaven Presbyterian Church
Narminants Farm
Pack 228 Juniors
Pack 228 Wolves
Phoaka Children
Olivia Price
Project Linus
Fred Wine Quantum Company
Angela Adele Quinn
Hillary, Zach, Carly & Arnold Rattan
Danielle Rice
Levi S. Roberts
Rabnie McGillick - Jim Waring
Carol Rusu
Safeway Stores, Inc.
Starlight Children’s Foundation
Murray Stein
Mr. & Mrs. Suh M. Steinberg
Denny Stivers
Tranquility at Fredericktowne
Paul S. Van Nisj, M.D., Ph.D.
Diana Ware
Linda Warner-Williams
Rabb Joseph Weinberg Early Childhood Center
Nancy Weis
Spread the Joy Club at Westmont High School
Andrew Yang
Tan & Jason Zabroki

Philanthropic gifts to the hospital in 2004 totaled $3.873 million in pledges, cash and gift annuities. About half of the total was given by our “hospital family,” including employees, physicians, volunteers and Foundation board members.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 2004:
- The Expansion Campaign raised $3.6 million
- The 19th Annual Golf Classic raised over $144,000
- Employees donated over $434,000 (over a four-year period) to the C.A.R.E Campaign
- Shady Grove acquired 1,879 new donors, compared to 957 new donors in 2003
- Shady Grove attained a 72% donor renewal rate

Workplace Campaigns United Way and Combined Federal Campaign

Shady Grove Adventist Hospital participates in the Combined Federal Campaign of the National Capital Area and the United Way workplace campaign. These campaigns are traditionally held in the fall and offer employees working in the capital area the opportunity to contribute to the organization of their choice through payroll deduction.

In 2004, $3,284.53 was given to Shady Grove through workplace campaign payroll deduction. Over the years, more than $70,000 has been given to the hospital through these campaigns.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTMENT/ SERVICE AREA</th>
<th>DOLLAR AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expansion Needs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign Expansion Giving</td>
<td>$2,997,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 Golf Event</td>
<td>144,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Faith Vogel Memorial Fund</td>
<td>30,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 C.A.R.E. Employee Campaign</td>
<td>434,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$3,606,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiology Fund</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$63,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breast Cancer Screening Fund</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$53,841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oncology Needs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education for Oncology Nurses</td>
<td>$18,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruz’n for Cancer Fund</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Giving</td>
<td>8,830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project HOPE Grant</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Srour Memorial</td>
<td>3,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Stephen Newman Patient Library</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$46,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unrestricted</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$30,738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neonatal Intensive Care Unit</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$17,775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women’s &amp; Children’s Needs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Child Health Fund</td>
<td>$23,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Emergency Room</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Unit</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Video Resource Library</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Life Enhancement</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perinatal Loss Fund</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunization Clinic for Children</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$27,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Education Fund</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$9,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pharmacy Education Fund</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emergency Department Needs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indigent Pharmacy Needs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensive Care Unit (ICU)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bariatrics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Med Surg (2 West)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pastoral Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volunteers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental Health Programs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gifts to other restricted funds</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAND TOTAL:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$3,873,462</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Per donor designations
Physician Support on the Rise

Physicians continue to demonstrate their commitment to the expansion of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. We are grateful to all the physicians who generously supported the campaign through gifts and pledges in 2004.

Lead Gift
First Colonies Anesthesia Associates

Founders
Montgomery Emergency Physicians, LLC

Benefactors
Neonatology Associates, P.C.
Simmonds & Simmonds, Chartered

Gold
Associates in Radiation Medicine
Cardiac Associates
Shady Grove Radiological Consultants
Shady Grove Adventist Hospital - Department of Pediatrics

Silver
Adventist Pathology Associates
Gaithersburg Critical Care
Horizon Surgical Group
Wayne L. Meyer, M.D.

Bronze
Associates in Oncology/Hematology, P.C.
Child Cardiology Associates
Health Care Management Group
David J. Levine, M.D.
John Melnick, M.D.
Alan Schulman, M.D.

Heroes
Robert Eisendorfer, M.D.
Jerome Sautnier, M.D.
Takeo L. Sato, M.D.
Shady Grove Orthopaedic Associates, P.C.
James Yeh, M.D.
Erik B. Young, M.D.

Friends
Priscilla Collahan, M.D.
Mei-Ling Chen, M.D. & James Yan, M.D.
Barry Greene, M.D.
Stephen M. Hellman, M.D.
John Edward Kelly, M.D.
Sheila Levin, M.D.
Nancy R. Markus, M.D.
Nelson Niu, M.D.
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Lee T. Gareky
M. Susan Gerack
Dr. & Mrs. Julian J. Gottlich
Sherry & Shelly Gottlich
Hillary & Barry Goulding
Mrs. Anna C. Grismer
Mary E. Gower
Steven Grand
Jonghark Grand
Mrs. Jane Grand
Grand Lodge of Maryland IOOF Inc.
Trevor J. Granniss
Patricia Grant
Randall Grant
Irene & Manoach Gravell
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. Greimel
Alvaham Greenberg
Fiona & Gordon Greenup
Julian S. Greenup
Michael Greenup
Roger B. Gregory
Mr. & Mrs. Charles C. Griffin, Jr.
Elida Griffin
John E. Griffin
Shirley Griffin
William H. Griffin
Kathleen Griffith
Saviour Grimaldi
Richard W. Grimes
Lynn J. Grobli
James H. Groban
Dora Gross
Dr. Holly & Mr. Daniel Gross
Bernice G. Grossman
Daniel P. Gross
Marcie Gu
Guadalupes Guzmam
Anonymous
Baby Q Gupta
Jacqueline Garibaldi
Luci Gustafsson
Ole Gustafsson
Marcy & Cliff Gutman
Martha Gutman
Andrew Hake
John Hahn
Wilson Hackett
Nigel Hall
Kimberly M. Hahn
Marcia Hahn
Teresa Halt
Marjorie Helmeid
Christopher C. Hall
Daniel B. Hall, Jr.
Jack W. Hall
Anonymous
Victoria Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Haller
Rose & Ted Halpern
Mildred Hannum
Marcy Hamil
Heather Hamilton
Karen A. Hamilton
John Hamlet
Sarah Hamaker
Amy & Steve Hamm & Family
May Lin & Orrville Hammond
Patricia Hammond
Maura Hanseh
Ilex Hann
Kathleen Hanley
Linda & Gary Hann
Barbara J. Hansen
Becky P. Hanson
Sue Hardgrave
Carol Hartung, Sr.
Anonymous
Yvonne Hardy
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar L. Hardwick
William G. Harris
Carol Harris
Kristin C. Harris
Sara & David Harris
Drew D. Harris
I. Kirk Harrison
Thaddeus Hart
Grace E. Hartley
Lisa & William Hartley
Virginia Hartwick
Kara L. Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Hartwig
Della Harvey-Perry
Freda Haskett
John R. Hastings
Chester Z. Haverback, M.D.
Sharon & Mark Hayden
Deborah Elaine Hayes
Gina Heath
Francis Hefron
Juliet & Scott Heinberg
Laura P. Heinberg
Eileen Heltzer
Lee Ann Helmers
Paula & Harold Heitzl
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Humphre
Gordon & Mary Hampton
Raymond Hendricks
Jason Paul Hendricks
Helen & Bruce Hendricks
Estella & Hendrickson
Deborah Henson
Mary & Thomas Hemmery
Lt. Col. & Mrs. John Hephorn
Harry Hefler
The Clinical Education Fund was established to review applications and disperse funds to the nursing and allied staff of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. This fund is supported by donations from physicians and others and provides support for seminars, certifications and conferences to advance the professional growth of nursing and allied staff. In 2004, the fund sponsored over 150 staff members for a total of $54,000 in educational grants.

We would like to especially thank those who gave to the Clinical Education Fund in 2004. Your support truly makes a difference.
From the day Shady Grove Adventist Hospital first opened its doors in 1979, our hospital has worked with diligence and commitment to serve the demanding health and medical needs of our dynamic community. The number of people who depend on Shady Grove’s care has soared to over 900,000. By 2020, the county’s population is expected to exceed 1,050,000. Shady Grove must expand its facilities to serve our growing population.

The Expansion Campaign, Building Greater Care Together, is vital to continue the excellent care and service Shady Grove has been delivering to our patients for the past 25 years. With the support of our hospital family, physicians, corporations and the community at large, we are focused on raising funds to support the expansion. The campaign had another terrific year in 2004, raising $3.6 million.

Since 2002, the campaign has raised $8.6 million in gifts and pledges. We could not have reached this milestone without the support of our physicians who have collectively pledged over $4 million.

The funds raised directly support the hospital’s new tower, which will include 203,000 square feet of new and renovated space and be home to:

- An Expanded Emergency Department
- An expanded Mother/Baby Unit
- An enhanced state-of-the-art Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
- Renovated Oncology Unit rooms with four beds designated for palliative care
- An increase in the number of private rooms hospital-wide
- An enhanced Pediatric Intensive Care Unit
- Renovated and expanded surgical services

With the guidance of the Campaign Steering Committee, we will pursue the advancement of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital and its mission to provide excellent health care service to the people of our region. We thank our committee for its work and all those who supported the campaign effort in 2004.

THE CAMPAIGN STEERING COMMITTEE INCLUDES:
Expansion Campaign DONORS

Vivian Akhman
Estate of Nancy Todd Ackerman
Adventist Pathology Associates
Mr. Phil Burke
Rastreade Amada

Expansion Campaign

Mr. Phil Burleson, Ristorante Amada
Estate of Nancy Todd Ackerman
Vivian Abadom
Marianne & Michael Franklin
Debra Foshee

First Colonies Anesthesia Associates:
Dr. Robert Eisdorfer
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth DeStefano
Anonymous
Cora & John H. Davis Foundation
Data Quality Solutions, Inc.
Barbara & Andrew Daskalakis
Dart Group II Foundation, Inc.
Kathleen Dallas
Dart Group II Foundation, Inc.
Barbara & Andrew Dankulich
Data Quality Solutions, Inc.

Cassie J. & John H. Davis Foundation
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth D’Cicco
Definitive Family Foundation
Dr. Robert Eisenfeld
First Colonies Anesthesia Associates:
Jeffrey Briggs, M.D., Thomas K. Chen, M.D., Jia W. Chen, M.D.,
William L. Chest, M.D., Flereto T. Chu, M.D., Melvin V. Courney, M.D.,
David Huesteg, M.D., Harsham A. Lahery, M.D., Stephen
D. Martin, M.D., Kenneth Paulino, M.D., Chak W. Poon, M.D.,
Marvinian, LMS, M.D., Gerald Schiman, M.D., Naho E.
Sobman, M.D., John A. Tom, M.D.,
Bernard W. Tsai, M.D., Paul S. Van
Nieuw, M.D.

Doris B. & Sydney Fishman
Debra Forbis
Feudal Print Companies
Marianne & Michael Franklin

Gaithersburg Critical Care
Gazette Newspapers
Roy J. & Patricia Behrens-Grunz
Dr. & Mrs. Barry Greens
Nadie Haroun
Bobbi Hart
Health Care Management Group
Healthcare Institute Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen M. Hoffman
John W. Hurley
Ed & Kirsha Hedge
Mayor General & Mrs. Arthur Holmes, Jr.
Harrison Surgical Group: Michael D.
Sullins, M.D., Robert L. Fox, M.D.
Richard A. Silm, M.D., Frederick P.
Bassner, M.D.

Richard E. & Nancy P. Marriott
Foundation, Inc.
Martin Marienta Aggatigos
McGraw-Wood L.P.
McKich & Associates
Merrimac Piterau Bank
Wayne L. Meyer, M.D.
Damon & Stephanetaesmics
Montgomery Emergency Physicians:
Michael Cotte, M.D., William
Dreisky, M.D., Angelita D. Fillone, M.D.,
Scott H. Friedman, M.D.,
Brian A. Garman, M.D., David N.
Klein, M.D., John A. Lejune, M.D.,
Douglas G. Li, M.D., Thadi S.
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Dr. John Orton, M.D.,
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Shady Grove Adventist Hospital
Medical Staff-Department of
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Heritage Society

The Heritage Society recognizes and honors individuals who include Shady Grove Adventist Hospital in their estate plan through bequests, gift annuities, life insurance and/or trusts.

For your thoughtful and loving membership in the Heritage Society, your name will be inscribed on the Shady Grove Heritage Society plaque that is prominently and permanently displayed in the hospital.

Heritage Society members are invited to an annual recognition/appreciation luncheon. At the luncheon, we thank Heritage Society members personally and presently, rather than posthumously. Each year, we welcome new members and reiterate our appreciation to all society members.

If you have already named Shady Grove Adventist Hospital as a beneficiary in your estate plan, please contact the Foundation office. Shady Grove is very interested in thanking you for your thoughtfulness by making you a member of the Heritage Society.

Persons interested in further information about Heritage Society membership may contact the Foundation office at 301-279-6534 or www.adventisthealthcare/sgah/foundation.com.

Annual Golf Classic

The 19th Annual Golf Classic Event, held at Indian Spring Country Club on June 7, 2004, was a huge success! Over 250 players participated in the tournament. With great weather on hand, players enjoyed a luncheon, 18 holes of golf, refreshments, a silent auction and dinner at the club.

Event organizers Teresa Witt and Jamie Ross were thrilled with the participation and reported that more than $144,000 was raised. These funds were used to support the Oncology Department at Shady Grove Adventist Hospital.

The tournament’s Platinum Sponsor, First Colonies Anesthesia Associates, has committed more than $2 million in support — through the golf tournament and a $1.5 million pledge to support the Expansion Campaign. The hospital is grateful for First Colonies’ continued support of this wonderful event.

The Foundation also extends our thanks to all who helped make this event a great success, with a special thank you to our employees and the Radiological School students who volunteered for the day.
ORCHARD SOCIETY
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Michael Connell
John & Thomas O'Connor
Geoff O'Donnell
Kathleen O'Grady
Anonymous
Walter R. O'Neill
Susan & Norman O'Keefe
Kyung Hee Oh
Felicia Olson
Mary Olszewski
Olive Opdenaker
Allan Ophir
Terry & Stace Otvos
National House
Kenneth Orrill
Marcia & Bob O'Neil, Marcia & Kevin O'Keefe & John O'Keefe
Elizabeth O'Keefe
T. Oisika
Skylar & Gerald Oster
Mr. & Mrs. Morton Ostrander
Gladys Oster
Richard R. Oster
Jie Ouang
Alona Ouyang
Barbara Ouellette
Domenicks Pecomasang
Betty Page
Evelyn W. Piggott
Max Davis
Mark L. Palmer
Linda Palma
Marcel B. Panzone
Carla Pappapop
Mr. & Mrs. Carlo Papace
Jim & Stuart Parker
Minasis Parfis
Lucy H. Parfis
Jennifer Park
Wen Hui Park
Carrie Parker
Dorothea & George Porter
Les Porter
Judith & Paul Parsons
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Parsons
Akihiko Patsui
Annice & Lionel Paskoff
Helena Paiz
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Pavelk
Claus Paul
Earl Patrick
Alta Patterson
Eileen & Chris Patterson
Margaret Patterson
Mary Patterson
Lynne Paul
Jackie Paulson
Florence Pauwels
Michele & Ralph Payne
Patricia Frazier Payne
Carmen Patino
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. Paton
James H. Patten
Jo Ann & Stanley Pearson
Chloris Pearson
Wendell Pfister
Emi Patricia Pfeifer
Barry K. Phelan
Althea Pfeiffer
Eilen C. Pelton
Julie & Patrick Pitt
Mr. & Mrs. S. Steven Pittman
Issac Popowski
Istvan Pospisil & Beverly Jones
Maggie Potts
Frank Lilla Potts
Carolyn Pennington
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Pennington, Jr.
Natalie Pittz
Marlynda Piro
George H. Pirmian
Capt. Michael Perger, USCG
Je Ann Pitney
Wayne E. Pitney
William H. Pitman, Sr.
Linda Pizzuti
Lyn & David Peterson
Albert D. Petrella
Catherine & Richard Petrella
Larry Pieto
Carl & Bill Pfitsch
Jaqueline P. Pizzo
Theo E. Pham
Trey Hang Tho Pham
Maria L. Phelps
David Phillips
Kate Phillips
Lawrence R. Phillips, Jr.
Ruth Phillips
Catherine V. Pistaz
Susan Paradiso-Kosher
Mandl & Isn Perri
Mr. & Mrs. Elie Peliens
Patricia Penczek
Jorge Pesci
Clarissa Poccard
Patsy A. Beene Inc.
Sherie Pfeiffer
Susann & Mark Pechacek
George R. Pekrul
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Peck
Mary H. Peck
Barbara Plummer
Stephen B. Plummer
Doreen Planck
Irene Paley
Patricia Pignu
Nancy Pimentel
Jamiess Stagg-Taylors Piotrus
Harriett L. Pilario
Fernando S. Ploci
Dona L. Pompa
Ann & Robert Popeloff
Nètre H. Portaile
Gas & Brian Porter
Sandra Pons-Nakah
Karen Pont
Louis Posth
Heather Powell
Mary Ann Powell
Sandra & Jeffrey Powell
Robert Prescott
Kohama M. Prasad
Earl Prater, Sr.
Chi Pratero
Irrig W. Price
Thomas M. Priester, Jr.
John Probychuck
Laura & Laurence Price
Mr. & Mrs. Paul E. Prewett
Judy & Martin Prissler
Henry Pribulski
Jussina Pumper
Gloria Purtell
James H. Pyke
Son Qi
Quinn Orchard Pediatric
Angela Adele Quinn
Ronald Quinn
Hillgard Raus
Bruce M. Raske
Virginia Rakovitch
Michael Rahmert
John B. Raha
Catherine E. Ras
Behrom Rahni
Join Raslev
Vita Roman
Sandra & Hector Ramirez
Noria Ramirez
Barbara & Jan Rankin
Elizabeth Ranklin
Thomas Ramas
Mark Raphael
Jerry V. Raso
Anonymous
Pradeep A. Rast
Reichel Rattin
Robert Rashka
Mr. & Mrs. William Roberts
Yvonne Roberts
Mary Jo Robertson
Lisa Robins
Elaine Robinson
Mr. Robinson
William Robinson, M.D.
Judith Rocker
Richard Rock
Robert Rodiswell
Skerri Ann Rodgers
Berta Y. Rodriguez
Silvia Rodriquez
Anne Marie Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Romani
Anonymous
Alicia Bonomo
David Roms
Marilyn H. Ross
Rick & Steven Ross
David A. Rossberg
Marylin Rosenberg
Drs. Ronald Reubensky, Larry Goldblum, James Crenshaw & Staff
Danielle & Paul Rosales
David Roman
Laura & Brad Ross
Helen Ross
Carol & Stanley Rothert
Helen Roth
Kathryn Rothoban
Florence Rothen
Carly Rolewicz
Diana Rode
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Howard Rouff
Betty C. Rey
Marie Robin
Arnold Rubin
Dr. Jay A. Rubin
Richard Rubinstein
Eleonora Rueda
Linda Knagg
Raymond Rau
Ana Maria Ruiz
Felipe Ruis
John R. Rumble, Jr.
V. John Rundhammer, Jr.

Karen Caviness-Salas
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Salpino
Esther Salto
Fred Samuelson
Amelia B. San Agustin
Norberto Sanchez
Zatina Sumay-Sangster
Fatuma Y. Sanneh
Roy Sanem
Jenaun Santiago
Theresa Santoro
Mr. & Mrs. Antonio Santos
Benjamin C. Santos
Margarita D. Santos
Bernice Sargent
Hilda B. Safakhimi
Allert Saae
Sahayl Samaa
Judeh Saamakers
Mary Saage
Joy & E. Gilbert Saad
Russ Saulman
Sedika Sawyer
Jacqueline & Robert Schofer
Mr. & Mrs. Georg Schofer
Edmund Schantz
Brian Scharr
Andrea & Diane Schaub
Stephan Schuchter
Sanne Schuster
Barbara & Joseph Schule
Jane Schute, M.D.
Eliezer Schiffmann
Helen Schilling
Martha Schindler
Shari Lynn & Eliott Schipper
Eleanor Schishtzki
Betty Schloesser
Beth Schmitz
Shari Schneider
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley D. Schneider
Walter Schneider
Carl Schonberger, M.D.
Alan Schonfeld
Ann E. Schrantz
Nancy & Bryan Schneider
Rebecca Schuch
Marla Schuman
Toby Schuham
Robert Schultz
Jacob Schubel
Andrea Schuster
Lucia Schwartz
Robert M. Schwartzberg
Stanley P. Schwarzwald
Rudi & Paul Schechter
Alex T. Scott
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Scott
R. Mark Scotrelli
Nancy & David Scull
Edith & Robert Scull
Teresa Scudder
Elizabith Se demo
Deborah Seete
P. G. Sivaram Solana
Richard Soly
Shalmo Seidman
Jennifer & Michael Sogol
Shari Sogol
Adriana & Brian Solizman
Peter L. Sellers
Mr. & Mrs. W. Wallace Sellers, Jr.
Mildred Sibley
Maria C. Simon-Mora
Bibhuti Sen
Anonymous
Usha Seshadri
Abgala Srinich
Sherшая Shafi
Hamasu Skett
Phyllis & Joseph Skoff
Shela K. Skellie
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Shazel
Mr. & Mrs. Abdullah Shamsi
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The Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation’s sole purpose is to raise funds to support the hospital. The Foundation is committed to pursuing the advancement of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital, whose mission is to provide health care excellence and service to the people of our region. This enables Shady Grove, a not-for-profit community hospital, to meet the needs of our patients every day.

The Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation office has been operating since 1981. In addition to raising funds to support the hospital’s operational needs, the Foundation is excited to support the hospital expansion. The number of people who depend on Shady Grove’s care has soared to over 900,000. By 2020, the county’s population is expected to exceed 1,050,000. Shady Grove must expand its facilities to serve the growing population.

The Expansion Campaign, Building Greater Care Together, is vital to continue the excellent care and service Shady Grove has been delivering to our patients over the past 25 years. With the support of our hospital family, physicians, corporations and the community at large, the Foundation is focused on raising funds to support the expansion and all other areas of the hospital.

In 2004 alone, the Foundation raised $3.873 million in gifts and pledges. This included funds raised through the C.A.R.E Campaign ($434,000), the 19th Annual Golf Tournament ($144,000 was raised to support the Oncology Department), and the Expansion Campaign (raised $3.6 million). The Foundation transferred $3 million of these funds directly to Shady Grove Adventist Hospital to help cover vital hospital needs such as purchasing equipment, upgrading services and renovating patient rooms.

Although Shady Grove is a not-for-profit institution, it is still necessary to demonstrate a profit on an annual basis. For every million dollars of net income generated, the hospital must earn about 20 times that amount in gross revenue. By raising funds on behalf of the hospital, the Foundation simply transfers funds directly to Shady Grove Adventist Hospital for needed programs, equipment and services on an as-needed basis.

The Foundation office is comprised of eight dedicated professionals who work hard to raise funds every day on behalf of Shady Grove Adventist Hospital. William H. Smith is the Chief Development Officer. Teresa Witt is the Director of Annual Giving. Dennis Boyle is the Director of Planned Giving. Natasha Muncules is the Director of Major Gifts. Sonny Clogg is the Senior Development Specialist. Celestine Manganaro and Marie Martins are Development Specialists, and Andy Wilks is the Executive Assistant.
Gifts In Tribute

Shady Grove Adventist Hospital Foundation’s Tribute Program offers a variety of ways to commemorate an important event or to remember and honor friends, relatives, and colleagues. A service or program important to the person being commemorated can be designated, or an unrestricted gift will be used where the need is greatest. The following Tribute gifts were received in 2004 and totaled more than $86,000.

IN HONOR OF
In honor of Adult Intensive Care Unit Nurses
A. Anderson Scott Mortgage
J. Evik Eun
In honor of Kyla J. Alalouf
Tracy M. Altdorf
In honor of Andrew Wilson’s First Birthday
Bennett Abe
Lynne B. & Tanya Abrams
Jill & Jeff Bales
Jennifer & Jeff Cohn
Nancy & David Eisner
Nicole Gefman
Anonymous
Lerner Family
Rabin & Jeremy Lendon
Linda & Michael Orlando
Jennifer & Michael Segal
Amanda & Brian Schilman
Courtney, Eddie, Madison & Sophia Wallach
Anonymous
In honor of a Special Birthday for Helen Amsterdam
Lanny & Pauline Walker
In honor of Aymen & Gindiibaw Baww
Francis LeVine
In honor of Dr. Andrew Bender and Dr. Steven Tuck
Rudolph Felix
In honor of Dr. Gabriel Bembi
Linda S. Newman & Family
In honor of Harry Bontz
Jeanna M. Bontz
In honor of Sarah Taylor Botchko and Dr. Steven Tuck
Rudolph Felix
In honor of David & Vivien Bembi
Linda S. Newman & Family
In honor of Harry Bontz
Jeanna M. Bontz
In honor of Sarah Taylor Botchko and Dr. Steven Tuck
Rudolph Felix
In honor of William P. Lecky’s 60th Wedding Anniversary
Heleen Aronson & Stanley Walker
In honor of Betty Cohen
Jerry Cong
In honor of Jillian Cohen’s Naming
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of Ave A. & Vivian Collins
Stacy Collins
In honor of Carmel Combre
Mr. & Mrs. David M. Combs
In honor of Elenora & Alice Carrie
Anonymous
In appreciation of Shady Grove’s Service to Frank Delawer
Amy Sollday
In honor of Mrs. Devan Dernbach
Corey Dernbach
In honor of Carolanne, Andrew & Luke Divet
Christine M. Divet
In honor of the doctors in the Pediatrics Unit & the Staff
Dr. Farrow, Milla, Palacia, Ramon, DeSantos, McHugh, Woods & Trick
In honor of Aviva & Reese Feldman
Debra P. & Darryl A. Feldman
In honor of Miriam and Irv Feldman’s Anniversary
Linda S. Newman & Family
In honor of Ethel Finn
Dr. & Mrs. Julius J. Gottlieb
In honor of Joshua Michael Fisher
Sandra Posas-Nelson
In honor of Dr. Scott Freedman
Grant Orr
In honor of Sarah Brea Friedlander
Barbara Friedlander
In honor of Connie A. Geerhart & Lauren S. Otto
Candace S. Geerhart
In honor of Jack Geifman
Shari Segil
In honor of Sydney Geifman’s 5th Birthday
Lisa & Brent Goldstein
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of Fred Gordon’s Birthday
Dick & Gloria Gordon
In honor of Robert Gordon’s Birthday
The Gordons’ and the Kanso
In honor of Eliza Greene in Labor & Delivery
Kimberly & Bradley Blanken
In honor of Benn Hattan’s Birthday
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of Nancy Harris (for Mother’s Day)
Nicole Gefman
In honor of Josh Hindi’s Bar Mitzvah
Dick & Gloria Gordon and Family
In honor of Justin Edmund Hodge
El & Kroha Hodge
In honor of Horizon Surgical Group, P.A.
Jaime & John Sanders
In honor of Vivian McCabe Ingram
Lisa Ingram
In honor of Amy Jankowski
Catalina Alvarez
In honor of Jillian’s Baby Naming
Nancy & David Eisner
Nicole Gefman
Stacy & Michael Wilson
In honor of Hailey & Mackenzie Kalintha
Mandy P. Kalintha
In honor of Dr. Gordon Kanfer’s Birthday
Dick & Gloria Gordon
In honor of Shyana Hope Kanfer
Glory & Dick Gordon
In honor of Mrs. Meloul Kanzemi
Kamelz Kanzemi, M.D.
In honor of Jordana Kellman
Jennifer Latzen
In honor of Sophia Helen Kett
Joseph Kett
In honor of Alex Klein’s Birthday
Mr. & Mrs. Josh Bar
Mariana Kast
Burt Bengtsoner
Penny & Joshua Bernick
William S. Bonsack
Barb & Ryan Butz
Larry, Ellen, Chad & Ira Goldstein
Jill & Miles Goodman
Groskeoph Family (Sharon, David & Lilly)
Marsi & Cliff Gustman
Jamie, Ryan & Brandon Hochkiss
Sarah & Chad Karyer
Jamie Kegel Lovin
Tim Levy
Mindy London
Rabin & Jeremy Lendon
Marsi & David Magal
Alli, Adam & Noah Malamut
Natalie Peas
Judy & Martin Petras
Larry & Pauline Walker
Helen Amsterdam & Stanley Walker
In honor of Heather Klein’s Birthday
Groskeoph Family (Sharon, David & Lilly)
Marsi & Cliff Gustman
In honor of Dom Klein’s Birthday
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of the Birth of Eli Langer
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of Cullen & Nolan Leck
Jennifer Peacok Leck
In honor of William P. Leckby’s Birthday
Linda S. Newman & Family
In honor of Karen Licht & Howard Hoffman Engagement
Bret Bengtson
In honor of Jason Lu
Rui Lu
In honor of Joan Martin
Anonymous
Diana Felicia Blaik
Randi Daggett
Priscilla Laboritz
L. C. Locke
Sharon R. Nate
Rosemary Sargent
In honor of Ms. Celia Mason
& Ms. Hayden Mason
Anita Mason
In honor of Ryan Elizabeth McNevin
Rona McNevin
In honor of Elizabeth Grace Miller
Amy Miller
In honor of Emily Joy Miller
Rachel & Howard Miller
In honor of Kyle & Samantha Mohler
Lisa Pahl Mohler
In honor of Jamie Ann Morris’ naming
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of Monna Myers
Tiffany Charie Crockett
In honor of Jane Neves
Jacqueline Reynolds
In honor of the Nursing Staff
Dee, Fara, Milla, Palacia, Ramon, DeSantos, McHugh, Woods & Trick
In honor of My Nursing Colleagues
June L. Harris
In honor of Bridget A. Patterson
Eileen & Clevr Patterson
In honor of Bryce Patterson’s Birthday
Rebecca & Anthony Carrera
Lisa Lamb Lawrence
Carol & Casey Linton
Stefanie & Michael McGaugh
Jasmine & R. Samuel Saco
In honor of the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit Nursing Staff
Lucy Laryere Brown
In honor of Dr. Tom Pinckert
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In honor of Casey Forman Plevaents
Mr. & Mrs. William Donald Plevaents, Jr.
In honor of Joshua Putvain
Trace & Ruckl Plevaents
In honor of Luke Quaglia
Julie Rockster
In honor of the Birth of Matthew Rubin
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In memory of Tammie Aquilino
In honor of Tammie Aquilino
In honor of Betty & Henry
In memory of Jumane Calloway
In memory of Sauer
In memory of Seth &
In memory of Fred &
In memory of Kayla Marie Bennett
In memory of Arthur Becker
In memory of Charles Voge's Birthday
In memory of Maria Vega
In memory of Mrs. Cheng Taur
In memory of Jonathan Starz
In memory of Penelope Joy Smith
In memory of Marley, Lexi &
In memory of the Birth of Sophie
In memory of Savior, Jesus Christ
In memory of Tammie Aquilino
In memory of Isabella Cornetto
In memory of Doug Conley
In memory of Benjamin
In memory of Paul Chester
In memory of Dr. Anna Erdman &
In memory of Friends & Relatives of Julian & Lorraine Sparrow
In memory of George Fritschler
In memory of Corina Kight
In memory of Linda Gitelson
In memory of Susan & Terry Sinnott
In memory of Christopher Brian
In memory of Christopher Brian
In memory of Ellenbai Borge
In memory of Syndy Jordan
In memory of Linda S. Najman & Family
In memory of Maria Vega
In memory of Betty & Henry
In memory of Betty & Henry
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In memory of Kayla Marie Bennett
In memory of Arthur Becker
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In memory of John M. Bowes
In memory of Christopher Brian
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In memory of Henry Gordon
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
In memory of Grandfather of Gray & Lisa Ruddin
Joy, Michael, Ryan, Adam & Shyama Kanfer
In memory of Gerald Gray
Anonymous

In memory of Julie Hansen
Barbara J. Hansen
In memory of Adlene Herbert
John Herbert
In memory of Matthew Hill
Toni Robert
In memory of Faith Holly
Himmelberg
Thomas Blanton & Family
Carol & James Beashe
Kevin & Claire, Ann Casey
John H. Cox
Marlies & Michael Cox
Ruth & Joy Cox
Sara & David Harris
Ruth & Jonathan Wallac
In memory of David Ivis
Marylou H. Ruo
M. & Mrs. Njaraz Whitman
In memory of James Keshian
Renee Keshian/RMax
Resley Group
In memory of Betty Kibey
Maggie Kibey
In memory of Cheng King
Nucifer King
In memory of Joseph Kleinman
Brett Kleinman
In memory of Rose Krum
Herman Krum
In memory of Shang Lai
Chi Prumathavan
In memory of Bruce Wilson Lang
CRE & Associates, Inc.
Center for Excellence No. 81 IFOO
Grand Lodge of Maryland IFOO Inc.
Paulo & Michael Jacob
Marianne & Ricardo Klueter
Marilyn & Ralph Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Mazzoni
North Point Lodge #444
Diane & William Straub
Xpertechs
In memory of Mary Larson
Edith & Henry Allen
A. Joel Arenas
Susan & Jean Bach
Jaye & Ricky Braver
Gail & Minda Elkins
FDA's Office of Compliance
Patricia Byakoski &
Catherine M. Johnson
Gail & Brian Portier
Andrea & Dave Schaub

In memory of Maurice Lee
Anonymous
In memory of Rose Lollo
In memory of Rose Lollo
Mick & Ed Mangano
In memory of Lucille Levy
Dr. & Mrs. Dennis M. Wehr
In memory of Lucille L. Liddiard
Thomas F. Liddiard, Jr.
In memory of Juliette M. Lofitin
Ann P. Ritterg
In memory of Maurice Love
Paul Leu
Reginald, Brooks & Louis
Susan Ritarig
Smaller, Colby, Hamilton
In memory of Patricia Ann
Makosmakiewicz
Barlett Machinery Systems, L.C.
Leo & Sue Eski
Deborah J. Rapajczuk
Function Enterprises, Inc.
Peggy Langelund
Jennie & Richard Lovell
Irwin N. Rosenthal
Richard S. Stahlman, P.A.
Elaine & Louis Visani
In memory of Yvonne Martin
Mary Martini
In memory of Mia Grace McCown
Vicki & Steve Fajgal
In memory of Kim Milbourne
James J. Lopata
In memory of William H. Mitchell
Cheryl E. Somenza
In memory of Samuel Frank Myers
Hilda & David Knott
In memory of Neta R. Nauty
Whitman Weeks Baptist Church
In memory of Rita Newman
Dr. & Mrs. Dennis M. Wehr
In memory of Jeannette M. Olin
Dr. & Mrs. Dennis M. Wehr
In memory of Dawn Parmenter
Lyle Parmenter
In memory of Oscar Ramirez
Enrique J. Ramirez
In memory of Rodney Reed
Jr., Anonymous
In memory of Madian Sloan
Brian Sloan Harris
In memory of Mildred Salamone
Maryann DeMarco
Nicholas Kea
Young Lee
In memory of Philip Sandler
Lisa & Brent Goldstein
In memory of Bonnie Shaw
Marly & Fred Alberts
Mary A. Alberts
Bonnie & Wally Bass
Ester B. Bowling
Bonnie & Wally Bass
Ester B. Bowling
In memory of Dorothy Siskin
Jill A. Goldstein
Mary Lou & Orville Hammond
Anne Goldstein
In memory of Dawn Slifer
Kitty J. Gibbons
Eric Winstead
In memory of Kathleen Smirnoff
Anochist HealthCare
Kathie Carr
Spine Institute University
Janice Ericson
Angela Falcone, M.D.
Doris B. & Sydney Felton
Leigh Garber
Elizabeth & Edward P. Johnson, Jr.
David Klein
Anonymous
John Lofgren
Anna S. Marshak
Maremati, Pratom, Bank
Barbara & George Fantus
Shady Grove Adventist Hospital -
Medical & Afflilate Staff
Shady Grove Adventist Hospital
Wood Care Center &
Hyperbaric Staff
Jennifer & Aaron Snyder
Booke & Donna Tedorovich
In memory of Noah Thomas Stewart
M. & Mrs. David Eckstein
In memory of Cory Ethian Sunshine
Antis Corporation
Rita Biker & the Klabin
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold Brenner
Nathaniel Braun
Todd, Laura, Adam, Eric & Brooke
Skare & Erin Caplin
Jill & Dan Cherek
Ann Chernow
Edward Chekets
Holly Clark & Art Citron
Brett & Barbara Dziewiecki
Helen Fried
Jill Fried
Brian Grasing, Ph.D.
Malcolm & Scott Gillor
Dr. & Mrs. Shellen Glass
Frena & Gordon Greenbaum
Mary Ellis Haddad
Michael E. Haddad
Dr. & Mrs. Jean Marie Juntti
Sandy & Albert Kreuz
Dr. & Mrs. Milen Knofer
Maxine Lindler
Marian & George Mihl
Judy & Art Mohn
John Menozzi
Audra Mihlisch
Dr. & Mrs. Donald E. Milsten
Judith & Marvin Mintz
Skela & Gerald Oster
Mildred & Ira Perlitz
Karen Biderman
& Sons
Carol & Stanley Rothert
Joyce & E. Gilbert Sandell
Nancy & Bryan Schneider
Florencia Skaggs
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Skaggs
Garly & Harry Segel
Brian Sporcar
Dr. & Mrs. Ira Shamrock
United States Air Force
Adam S. Ward
Elaine & Stanley Welnish
The Zeidman Family
Real and Richard Zeidman
Brent & Lisa Ziebichi
& Assoc.
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United States Air Force
Adam S. Ward
Elaine & Stanley Welnish
The Zeidman Family
Real and Richard Zeidman
Brent & Lisa Ziebichi
& Assoc.
In memory of Asia Sage Tyree
Sheehan & Guadalupe Tyree
In memory of Joan Van Dyke
André Hertzberg
In memory of Anne Faith Vogel
Beasley Walker Altshul & Marc Altshul
Jams & Larry Abrams
The Ames Family
Cheryl & Herbert Baroff
Lauren R. Baron
Mr. & Mrs. Joffi Barr
Marcia Bauman
Rach Bauman
Julie & Jonathan Beiser
Pamela & Barry Belz
Arline F. Benswanger
Karen & Frederick Berdon
Nancy Borden
Meridith & Mitchell Berlin
Martie & Stuart Bindeman
Maureen & Arnold Bindeman
Alissa & Jason Birnbaum
Stephanie, Peter, and Charles
The Bogen Family
Penny & Joshua Bortnick
Bruce Etc. LLC
Corton R. Bromberg
Bromley, Inc. &/or
William S. Buback
James & Tim Buren
Jennifer & Jonathan Campos
Deborah Carpil
Linda Chaudler
Sally & Jan Charette
Bencel Wallerich Clingen
Amanda & Andrew Colle
Jennifer & Jeff Cohn
Linda & Steve Cohen
Beasley Gentelman & Morris Cohen
Debra & Baby Cohen
Phyllis & Marshall Colit
Harriet & Steve Constant
Cynthia & Thomas Cook
Janice Cooperman
Barbara & David Coppa
Mr. Gregory Coppa &
Ms. Jackie Iseman
Whitney Yates & Stephen Coppa
Diamond Lending Corporation
Rob Flaxman
Harriet Fish & Gary London
Susan & Gary Fisher, M.D.
Adam D. Feldman
Amy & Jan Flisser
Terry & Todd Foreman
Rebuk & Josh Friedich
Laurie & Howard Friedman
Terry & Diane Gans
Terry & Michael Garber
Nico Gelman
Elana Giasson
Jodi & Yosi Greenberg
Liz J. Gill
Wendy & Michael Gibb
Rifya & Simon Glatt
Levi & Paul Glatt
Shana & William Grafoff
Sharon E. Goldstein
Barbara & Robert Goldstein, M.D.
Chad Goldstein
Larry, Ellen, Chad & Iris Goldstein
Lisa & Brent Goldstein
Melissa A. Goldstein
Amy, Scott, Jack & Henry Gordon
Liz & T. Gorsky
Sharon & Steve Getlich
Beverly & Barry Grunder
Debra Grussblat
Greenfield Family (Suzanne, David & Lily)
Jamie H. Grossman
Betty Grossman
The Haas Family
Rino & Todd Halpern
Maurice Hamilton
Ileen Hain
Harris Family Foundation
Sarah Jane & Brian Harris
Sharon & Mark Haydon
Paula & Harold Heltzer
Helene & Bruce Hendrick
Rachel Hermann & Mark Solomon
Dana & Larry Hitchcock
James, Ryan & Brandon Hitchkiss
Pat & Bob Hopkins
Julie & Marc Irizarry
Sara & Jan Irizarry
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Center
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Cantor
Suzanne & Richard Janis
Cynthia Kabinov
Rhoda & Arnold Kandel
Jill & Howard Kaplan
Susan & Ronald Karp
Ellen & Gary Kasett
Chen & Farrow Katz
Shelley Katz
Barbara & Dr. Harvey Katzman
Jean G. Kaufman
Rhonda & Jeffrey Kaufman
Kiddoip, Inc.
Bennet Klein
Irvin T. Klein
Maxine & Dan Klein
Vicky & Eric Klein
Linda & Jess K Levine
Dorothy & Louis Kohnhauer
Karen Kronsley
Suzanne & David Krugler
Kristen Paikus Interiors
James R. Krasno
Bob & Alice Lichtin
Zen & Chuck Lindy
Tammy & Jonathan Lindy
Linda & Myk Lasz
Robb & Craig Lesh
Mara & Alan Lescott
Dr. & Mrs. David J. Levine
Monica Leonson
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Levitt
Evelyn & Norman Levy
Lauren & Eric Lichtman
Randy & Ellis Lifschitz
Mindy London
Rehav & Jeremy London
Marc & David Magid
Jennifer & Steven Marks
Jamie Katz, M.Krasa
Sharon & Howard Mattie
Sandy Mezra
Nancy & Ruty Mintz
Sharon & Gary Morris
Ileen & Richard Modig
Natasha & Scott Musick
Rud & David Nafziger
Carol & John Naum
Meir & Steven Noyek
Nicole Nydick
OTA LLC of Fidelity Investments
Charlotte Gift Fund
Susan & Norman Olsen
Nancy, Scott & Lauren Ogden
Terry & Steve Ohren
Elios Onishvili
Georgi Papelhan
Amiee & Leland Patchett
Ronald D. Paul
Jack Polansfield
Jo Ann & Stanley Pearlman
Peppepolastics
Laura & Laurence Prinzen
Judy & Martin Prinzen
Stacy, Rich & Julie Rubenstein
Anonymous
William G. Rosenthal
Dr. Ronald Rosenberg, Larry Goldstein, Janice Grollman & staff
Shannon & Lawrence Rosoff
Anonymous
Dr. Jay A. Rubin
SGAH Foundation Office
Julie & Shary Rubenstein
The Saick Family
Martha Solomon
Robert M. Schattaberg
Randi & Paul Schattaberg
Gloria & John Segall
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard M. Shapiro
Neil & Sarah D. Singer
Jennifer & Aaron Snyder
Dr. Thomas D. Sokol
Annie & Jeff Stansfeld
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Stanley
Edward T. Stein
Gary & Paul Stein
Lauren M. Stein
Carol & David Sore
Koos & Ceri Stout
Barbara & Mike Stott
Phyllis & Kenneth C. Umansky
Kimberly & Howard Vogel
Bruce Walker
Larry & Pauline Walker
Rebecca & Ian Walker
Kris Walkerstein
Wendy & Kevin, Chartered
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Ward
The Washington Post
Lynn Weisfalk & Tammy &
Maurice Kalper
Susan & Harvey Weiser
Alison & Gary Weissman
Marjorie & Barry Wexler
Stacy & Michael Wilson
Amy & Evan Winston
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Young
Nina Zuckerman
Ana & Allie Zweisig
Shira & Marc Zweisig
In memory of Laurenic Wagner
Larry & Pauline Walker
In memory of Leo Wagner
Rita Rosenzweig
In memory of Claire A. Williams
Dr. Jonathan & Martha Aghayee
and Alice & Sterling Halffers
In memory of Haim & John Wolfe
Anita Adams
In memory of Dorothy Young
Patricia M. Pink
In memory of Shoshana Zedeck
Tara & Jason Zedesek
In memory of Eric Zekosch
& Shawn Morin
Jett Marozek
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Allan Shumsky
Irvin Shank
Priscilla Ann Shannon
Florina Shapiro
Frida Shapiro
Ralph Sharpe
Marilyn Shaw
James E. Shlink
Katherine Shilling
Millard Shelly
Joyce L. Shilen
Mr. & Mrs. John Sho
Vera M. Sherick
Mary H. Sheridan
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Sherman
Brian Sherman
Shannon & Porter Shifflett
Sang Chul Shin
Shannon & Porter Shi

Robert Smith
Sarah Smith
Tracy Ellen Davidson Smith
Susan Smith
Anonymous
Mary & Walter Smolen
Edith G. Smith
Zabrina B. Smith
Kay & Robert Snuff
Snyder, Cole, Collyer
Hamilton & Assoc.
John Smokson
Grace C. Sillers
Antonistie M. Solice
Shari Sorell
Mr. & Mrs. Bryan H. Smo
William Sources
Frederick T. Spald
Rita Spak
Mary & Richard Spandel
Hans Spitzer
James A. Spitzer
Edward M. Spitzer
The Source Family (Roh
Lyn, Judy & Max)
Barbara Spitzer
Jessica Spitzer
Melissa Spiegler
Ella K. Spiegel
Gordon Sprakoski
Panche Spradlik
Bernadette Steal
Richard A. Stephenson, Ph.
Erm & Steven Stetman
Anne & Jeff Stanfield
Helen P. Stark
Anne Stare
Carol C. Scaidman
Sydney Starrman
Jean D. Staus
Dorothy & George Stanka &
Darren & Mike Hass
Gary & Paul Stein
Lori & Howard Stein
Judge Jonathan Steinberg
Jeanne & Bryan Steinberg
Anonymous
Frank Stephenson
Elaine Stepp
Carol & David Stern
Michael Stern, D.M.D.
Thelma L. Stevenson
Alma Steward
Alma Stewart
Elton St чаley
Rebecca & Joe Stewart
William Stewart
Thomas Stewart
Felicia Stelcke
Sandra Steiner, M.D.
Charlotte Stone
Elizabeth Stone
Leslie Stone
Lena M. Storen
Carson Storist	

Killy Davis Stoudt
Susan Stoughton
Ruth & Alphonse Strachek
Elzir Strohecker
Timothy J. Strange
Diana & William Strange
Alice Sterner
Barbara & Jo Strohfield
Janette Stump
May Lynn Stubbs
Duane Stup
Barbara & Mike Stutz
Georgia Sturgis
John C. Suare
Marlene Swanson
Kelly Sullins
Dolly Sumberg
Marlene Sue-Ali
Thomas Swindick
Ruby Surette
Patricia Swinman
Janice Stude
Michael & Jeffrey Sweet
Kristen Swiegert
Nancy Swig
Charles W. Sy
Carrie Syms
Tai Tang Yu
Jensine Tabi
Thomas Tanimi
Mr. & Mrs. Jack J. Talaloe
Yurko Tamta
Amery Tan, M.D.
Miguel Tanuda
Mr. & Mrs. Ram Lal Tonga
Mitchell Tarica
Mr. & Mrs. John Tarpay
Sybil Tawar
Barry Taylor
Barnabas & John Taylor
Dr. Jonathan & Marsha Aghjishian &
Aliza & Sterling Hallfors
Michelli Taylor
Portis Taylor
Anna Tetenian
Sonat Teka
Gary Teposik
Jayne & Elisa Tikhonova
Marcia Timp
Barbara & Ronald Timp
Barbara & Joe Timm
Diane & Ronald Timp
Ruthe H. Timmer
John Tito
Hua T. Tint
Josefina Tabi
Tai Tung Ta
Carrie Sypes
Nancy Swope
Hai Y. Sure
Ruby Surette
Thelma Sundick
Marlene Sun-Alperin
Dolly Sumberg
Kelly Sullivan
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Tant
Diane & Ronald Tant
Mr. & Mrs. William Tant
Margy M. Simpson
Marilyn Simpson
Barbara & Ron Simpson
Diane Simpson
Mr. & Mrs. James Sho
Belk Shelton
Rene S. Sheeret
Wilma Grace Shink
Jayson Shulman
Konaoha R. Shulda
Gail M. & William R. Shulds
Brigitta Shuster
Ken Silly
Eamonn Siddiqui
Rashid Siddiqui
Guy & Harry Siegel
Diane Silva
Narwa Silka
Elaine & Marvin Silverman
Kurt Silverman
Maryline Simons
Harriet A. Simon
Nel J. Simon
Susan & Terry Simonetti
Diane & James Simpson
Margy M. Simpson
Verna Sima
Francois & Melvin Singer
Geoff Singlet
Viji Singh
Clifford R. Singapri
Achle C. Siler
Sally Shuck
Joseph Simon
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Shulsky
Robert Alfred Smith III
Clare Hall Smith
David Smith
Skelly Smith
Elaine Smith
Joy L. Smith
John F. Smith
Karen M. Smith
Kelli Jo Smith
Mary Lou Smith
Ralph Smith

Kelly Davis Stoudt
Susan Stoughton
Ruth & Alphonse Strachek
Elzion Strohecker
Timothy J. Strange
Diana & William Strange
Alice Sterner
Barbara & Jo Strohfield
Janette Stump
May Lynn Stubbs
Duane Stup
Barbara & Mike Stutz
Georgia Sturgis
John C. Suare
Marlene Swanson
Kelly Sullins
Dolly Sumberg
Marlene Sue-Ali
Thomas Swindick
Ruby Surette
Patricia Swinman
Janice Stude
Michael & Jeffrey Sweet
Kristen Swiegert
Nancy Swig
Charles W. Sy
Carrie Syms
Tai Tang Yu
Jensine Tabi
Thomas Tanimi
Mr. & Mrs. Jack J. Talaloe
Yurko Tamta
Amery Tan, M.D.
Miguel Tanuda
Mr. & Mrs. Ram Lall Tonga
Mitchell Tarica
Mr. & Mrs. John Tarpay
Sybil Tawar
Barry Taylor
Barnabas & John Taylor
Dr. Jonathan & Marsha Aghjishian &
Aliza & Sterling Hallfors
Michelli Taylor
Portis Taylor
Anna Tetenian
Sonat Teka
Gary Teposik
Jayne & Elisa Tikhonova
Marcia Timp
Barbara & Ronald Timp
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Tant
Diane & Ronald Timp
Mr. & Mrs. William Tant
Margy M. Simpson
Marilyn Simpson
Barbara & Ron Simpson
Diane Simpson
Mr. & Mrs. James Sho
Belk Shelton
Rene S. Sheeret
Wilma Grace Shink
Jayson Shulman
Konaoha R. Shulda
Gail M. & William R. Shulds
Brigitta Shuster
Ken Silly
Eamonn Siddiqui
Rashid Siddiqui
Guy & Harry Siegel
Diane Silva
Narwa Silka
Elaine & Marvin Silverman
Kurt Silverman
Maryline Simons
Harriet A. Simon
Nel J. Simon
Susan & Terry Simonetti
Diane & James Simpson
Margy M. Simpson
Verna Sima
Francois & Melvin Singer
Geoff Singlet
Viji Singh
Clifford R. Singapri
Achle C. Siler
Sally Shuck
Joseph Simon
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Shulsky
Robert Alfred Smith III
Clare Hall Smith
David Smith
Skelly Smith
Elaine Smith
Joy L. Smith
John F. Smith
Karen M. Smith
Kelli Jo Smith
Mary Lou Smith
Ralph Smith

Hilda Thien
Kelly Thruston
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Tetz
Zoe Tillio
Stanley Tischman
V. Elizabeth Tippett
Stephen Toc
Charles A. Tobin
Russell E. Toho
Michelle Telezno
Deborah A. Tomlin
L. Brian Tommer
Barbara A. Tompkins
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Ton
Mary & William Tork
Marcia & Harold Toppal
Angela Torto-Loeta
Marcia Torres-Hanz
Givens & A. Toh
Carmen Nye Tran
Cass Tran
Hop Team & Mary N. Li
Owen D. Tran
Theresa Tran
Ruth D. Triar
Jane W. Trunkard
Minta Trischel
Shirley & Ernest Trushbridge
Angela Trung
John Tush
Huu E. Tuan
Lorraine Tack
Luraine C. Ture
James Tully
Benow W. Tsuh
Judy & Oscar Tum
Diane & James Turner
Laura & Russell Turner
Rושman & A. Thomas
Jane Tuttle
Inspector Bernard Tuston, II
Glenn Tyler
Mervin R. Tyler
Harry Tye
Dr. John Tsang
Phyllis & Kenneth C. Umschelden
Ha Dinh The Uong
Anonymous
United Way of Central Maryland
Raima Upreti
Angela Patariza Urin
Judy Uznieta
Corina Vade
Kelly Velsen
Hugh Valentino, Jr.
Rosina Valdades
Fonny Valtierr
Jasone & Valtiers
Ishla R. Van Menuer
Robert Van Weggen
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Lanny L. Van Zant
Mr. & Mrs. Dean Vandebrooks
Gail Vangrace-Aiba
Savanashki Vankulu
Roger Vargo
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Vargo
Indar Varma
Robert T. Vaughan
Peter W. Vallar
Walter Velanguez
Victor J. Yagurski
Esther Yanida
Ayes Vazrum
Emunyir Vicenta
Marulida Vieira
Richard Q. Vincelli
Narayani Vinod
Narayanaswamy Vinodathan
Elaine & Louis Viscardi
Ny V. Viz
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Vogelfanger
Edward Vogt
Elaine & Joseph Vollaro
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory B. Votaw
Lois Vuolo
Hi Vuong
Lawrence Wachholt
Edgar Wadgamer
Front S. Wahid
N. Niyon Waks
Bruce Walker
Elizabeth Walker
Helen Walker
Larry D. Walker
Francis J. Wall
Reut & Jonathan Wallace
Constance, Eddie, Madison & Sophia Wallach
Mr. & Mrs. Lina E. Wallgren
Amy Walker
Robert Walker
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Ward
Mary T. Ward
Skye Ward
Elaine Warner
Petra Wardlaw
Patricia Warrin
Esther Wauden
Theresa Washington Post
Dr. Lawrence Winternman
John A. Waters Jr.
Beth T. Watkins
Dr. & Mrs. Dennis M. Wetherall
Harold Wijfild
Julie & Bruce Wielinga
Maxine & Phil Winston
Tami Winnom
Elizabeth Winkelbacher
Lynn Wipfild & Tommy & Mauricia Koller
Susan Wiseman
Dr. & Mrs. Lowell M. Weiss

Marie J. Weiss
Stephanie Weiss
Susan & Harvey Weiss
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Wietstock
Alison & Gary Witzman
Anonymous
Stacy Welch
Blume Welch
Alherta Wells
Jeanette Wells
Louis Wesley
Sharon Westren
Barbara A. Whipp
Jennifer & David Whipp
Becky White
Charles T. White
Deborah White
Ernest L. White
Joseph White
Liberty & Gary Whitman
Linda E. Whitman
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson Whitman
Sheik Whitman
David R. Whitt
Opal Whitt
Teresa Wild
Laura & John Wilhelm
Manuel M. Wilkens
Edith Wilkens
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel P. Wilkens
Andrew Wilke
F. Willan
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Willen
Beryl Williams
Charles B. Williams
Dottie Williams
Christopher A. Willis
Erika Wilson
Anonymous
Valentine Wilson, Jr.
Kyi Win
Eri Wondar
Paula Wondar
Clair W. Winga
Amy & Eoin Wintem
Mary K. Winton
Patricia Winton
Guidland Winumis
Ron Lawman Wusu
Col. Elwin J. Winters, TTE
Pat Wolkar
Pauline Wolkar
Elaine & Stanley Wollman
Robert Woker
Sandra & Eric Wollman
Jerry Wolman
Amie Wong
Anonymous
Christine Worland
Hazel Woodfield
Rochelle Woodbridge
Shula A. Wright
Pei & Hon-Hai Wu
Sheng Wu
Shirley Wu & Weng Wu

Sung Wu
Carol Van Wyk
Joseph Yager
Sarah Yang
Lilly & Jeffrey Yeh
Tanloung Yin
Raymond A. Yong, M.D.
Viki Yumita
John Dacunzo Yi
Faying Yin
Shan Shan Yin
Charlie R. Yokley
Edward Yoo
Joe & Frank Young
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Young
Richard Zeller
Jacqueline Roz Zelawsky
Susan Zeezle
Sonia M. Zeng
Karen Zappone
Dorothy Zavor
George Zamour
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony A. Zelani
Bennie & Fred Zerwitz
Liz Zhang
Yibing Zhang
Xiaowei Zhao
Guammin Zhou
Robert Zier
Roxie Ziner
Anonymous
Linda & Louis Zishold
Karen Zmik
Nina Zwickerman
Anonymous
Ana & Allin Zivig
Sibs & Max Zwick
Ms. Felima Zivitz &
Mr. Antoon Buitmannen
Hospital Mission, Vision & Values

Vision
A world-class health care organization focused on meeting the needs of our communities and recognized as the provider of choice.

Mission
To deliver excellent health care through a ministry of physical, mental and spiritual healing.

Values

RESPECT
We recognize the infinite worth of the individual and care for the whole person.

INTEGRITY
We are above reproach in our dealings.

SERVICE
We provide compassionate and attentive care in a manner that inspires confidence.

EXCELLENCE
We provide world-class clinical outcomes in an environment that is safe for both our patients and care givers.

STEWARDSHIP
We utilize resources in a manner that ensures the enduring fulfillment of the organization’s mission.